Statistical behavior analysis and precision optimization for the laser stripe center detector based on Steger's algorithm.
Triangulation laser range scanning, which has been wildly used in various applications, can reconstruct the 3D geometric of the object with high precision by processing the image of laser stripe. The unbiased line extractor proposed by Steger is one of the most commonly used algorithms in laser stripe center extraction for its precision and robustness. Therefore, it is of great significance to assess the statistical performance of the Steger method when it is applied on laser stripe with Gaussian intensity profile. In this paper, a statistical behavior analysis for the laser stripe center extractor based on Steger method has been carried out. Relationships between center extraction precision, image quality and stripe characteristics have been examined analytically. Optimal scale of Gaussian smoothing kernel can be determined for each laser stripe image to achieve the highest precision according to the derived formula. Flexible three-step noise estimation procedure has been proposed to evaluate the center extraction precision of a typical triangulation laser scanning system by simply referring to the acquired images. The validity of our analysis has been verified by experiments on both artificial and natural images.